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Wow. This is a great album of original songs, and creative remakes of favorite songs for kids. From

dancing to singing along to confidence building, it's 42 minutes of just plain fun. Children everywhere, of

all ages,have loved it. 22 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, FOLK: Gentle Details:

This is an awesome album for kids and families! Chris has put together a really great 42 minute collection

of 14 well crafted original songs, 4 fun remakes of children's favorites, and other fun. This album is truly

for kids, but adults love it too because the songs are real, incredibly fun, easy to sing and dance to,

non-patronizing, and musically diverse. The only way to get the idea is to listen to a few and decide for

yourself! When asked, kids love them all! But, as for favorites, to save you time in listening, the best

reactions have come from "Here Come the Dinosaurs", "CATS!"(performed as Chris does it live),

"Swimmin'" (a great going to the pool song), "Got Rhythm in My Feet" (upbeat dance tune with awesome

bass line performed by Bruce Lochner), "Join the Band" (4 part a capella style), "The Nighttime Comes"

(slower, spanish style), "Going to the Zoo" (great remake of the classic Tom Paxton tune with fun

surprises) and "One Hippopotamus" (a fun counting song). Some quotes from people who've heard it: "I

haven't heard such fun, well-written songs for kids in a long time". "Excellent!" "This is so much fun! It's

got the energy and enthusiasm of the Wiggles, mixed with the gentleness and thoughtfulness of Raffi."

"I've listened to this CD with my kids a lot of times now, and it still makes me smile" Chris Morrison is a

full-time Children's musician from Oklahoma City, OK. With a music degree from Oklahoma City

University, and years of professional musical experience, performing, directing, and producing both

children and adults, in varying styles, he has the skills to put together an album that everyone is sure to

enjoy. He owns and operates Prairie Rhythm and Song Music Studio, a facility devoted to the education

and recording of music for children and adults. For more information, go to prairierhythmor
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